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Methodology

As the global leader in Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) mitigation, Nexusguard observes and 

collects real-time data on threats facing enterprise and service-provider networks worldwide. The 

data contained in this report is sourced from our external hybrid darknet, which is run and 

maintained by Nexusguard and its associated community of leading anti-DDoS and 

Internet-cleansing organizations.

A network of vulnerable, Internet-connected devices and honeypots comprises Nexusguard’s 

collaborative darknet, uniquely positioning it to measure global events in a manner that is not 

biased by any single set of customers or industries. Many zero-day threats are first seen on 

Nexusguard’s global research network. These threats are summarized in our quarterly reports.
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Top 10 Reflective DDoS Attacks by ASN in Quarter 2 2016

Introduction

In Q2 2016, Nexusguard observed an 83% increase in attacks worldwide. In contrast, the APAC region saw an increase of only 
43% — just a bit over half the global total. The top target was in China, and it appears that the location of the attack can be 
attributed to the target’s having hosted malware at this location within the last two years. Over the course of about a month of 
constant attacks, the Chinese target was hit 41 times. This quarter also saw the increased weaponization of ransomware within 
DDoS tools as a new “fad” for propagating home infections. There were a few public attacks, such as the one targeting Pokemon 
GO that was reportedly launched by a new group, Poodle Corp. — a group strikingly similar to Lizard Squad. We assume that 
Poodle Corp. will launch more attacks to increase their visibility and position themselves as a DDoS-for-hire service. 
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Regarding network rankings: Chinanet and Alibaba, both Chinese, reigned supreme in attacks on their networks in Q2, 
coming in at numbers 1 and 2, respectively. As for non-Chinese networks, Telstra (Australia) dropped from 6th place to number 8 
in the rankings, while Kixs (Korea) saw a small decrease in the number of attacks (6%), putting it in 10th place, down from the 
number 8 spot in Q1.

AS 

4134
37963
4837
58543
23650
133774
45090
1221
4812
4766

Count 

8233
5249
3754
2444
1712
1389
957
728
407
390

Network Name 

CHINANET-BACKBONE No.31, Jin-rong St., CN
CNNIC-ALIBABA-CN-NET-AP Hangzhou Alibaba Adv. Co., Ltd., CN
CHINA169-BACKBONE CNCGROUP China169 Backbone, CN
CHINATELECOM-GUANGDONG-IDC Guangdong, CN
CHINANET-JS-AS-AP AS Number for CHINANET Jiangsu Province Backbone, CN
CHINATELECOM-FUJIAN-FUZHOU-IDC1 Fuzhou, CN
CNNIC-TENCENT-NET-AP Shenzhen Tencent Computer Systems Company Limited, CN
ASN-TELSTRA Telstra Pty Ltd, AU
CHINANET-SH-AP China Telecom (Group), CN
KIXS-AS-KR Korea Telecom, KR
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Regarding attack methodology: NTP attacks dominated in APAC, accounting for 90% of all attacks — a marked 
difference from the global distribution where NTP clocked in at only 46% of attacks worldwide. We believe this disparity is the 
result of the fact that APAC sees so few DNS amplification attacks. In the quarter, Chargen also ranked above DNS — a 
characteristic uniquely Asian — coming in at number 2. This is not as unusual as it may seem, as many Chargen servers are 
unintentionally turned on when Microsoft’s simple TCP services are enabled. Overall, APAC exhibits considerably less diversity in 
attack methodology than what is seen in the world at large.

 

Attacks by Method in Quarter 2 2016

Rank Count Method 

NTP
CHARGEN
SSDP
DNS
RIP
Sentinal-5093
UnrealTournament

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

31468
1432
1176
599
93
4
1
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Regarding attack duration: The data we observed in the quarter indicates that many attack tools are scripted and have 
set duration values. A good example: the DNS attacks bunched together in dark bands in the diagram above are clearly the 
result of specific time-set values. We also saw that SSDP attacks lasted almost double the mean in APAC versus globally. The 
same can be said of NTP attacks that had a mean time of 536 seconds in APAC vs. 337 globally this quarter. In short, NTP 
attacks are not only more popular in APAC, they also tend to last a lot longer. 

Attack Duration by Days in Quarter 2 2016
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Regarding attack geography: China saw a 50% increase in attacks this quarter, which is higher than an overall increase 
of 43% in APAC in toto. The largest increase was seen in Hong Kong, where attacks rose an astonishing 57%. But there is some 
good news; a few countries did see a minor decrease, and when it comes to DDoS, a small decrease is better than nothing. With a 
4% decrease in attacks, Japan was the quarter’s lucky winner.

Attack Events by Country in Quarter 2 2016

Conclusion

Count 

28399
2392
1809
814
438
281
237
161
131 
111

Country 

CN
HK
AU
KR
JP
TW
SG
ID
PH 
MY



All data used to generate this attack report as well as the project used to monitor the honeypots 

will be published to https://github.com/kingtuna/Hybrid-Darknet-Concept
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